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1. Introduction

For over 70 years antibiotics have been used to control 
bacterial infections and have become an essential 
component of modern health care [1]. Simultaneously, 
with the rapidly growing incidence of antibiotic 
resistance [2] and relatively low antibiotic discovery rates 
[3], lack of adequate treatment options was recognised 
as a serious concern of a global and urgent significance 
[4, 5]. Consequently, a fundamental understanding 
of bacterial behaviour, and bacterial responses to 
treatments in particular, is one of the key objectives of 
modern medical research. Currently, many important 
aspects of how antibiotics affect bacterial physiology 
remain unknown. Although attempts have been made 
to provide a more holistic picture of antibiotic effects 
(e.g. through DNA microarray studies on global gene 
expression [6]), systems-level physiological responses 
such as effects on gene regulatory networks and on 
the macromolecular composition of cells (e.g. the 
concentration of ribosomes, protein-DNA ratio) remain 
largely unexplored.

Bacterial DNA is several orders of magnitude longer 
than the cell length and therefore it must be organised 
and packaged with associated proteins and RNA into 
a compact structure called the nucleoid [7, 8]. The 
strong compaction of nucleoid arises from a combina-
tion of forces generated by cellular confinement, mac-
romolecular crowders, nucleoid-associated proteins 
(NAPs), and DNA supercoiling [9, 10]. While highly 
condensed, the physical organisation of the nucle-
oid must allow for protein diffusion, gene expression  
[9, 11], as well as efficient DNA replication and segre-
gation [12]. Numerous factors such as signalling (e.g. 
cGMP) and alarmone (e.g. ppGpp) [13] molecules as 
well as NAPs (e.g. Fis, H-NS, IHF, HU, Dps, MatP)  
[8, 14] play a role in modulating the local DNA topol-
ogy ensuring sufficient energy (negative supercoiling) 
is available to enable transcription. In this picture, local 
physical properties of a bacterial chromosomal locus 
reflect its nucleo-protein environment and can directly 
influence its biological activity.

High-frequency dynamics (fluctuations) of chro-
mosomal loci can be followed with high time-resolution 
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Abstract
While the action of many antimicrobial drugs is well understood at the molecular level, a systems-
level physiological response to antibiotics remains largely unexplored. This work considers 
fluctuation dynamics of both the chromosome and cytosol in Escherichia coli, and their response 
to sublethal treatments of a clinically important antibiotic, rifampicin. We precisely quantify the 
changes in dynamics of chromosomal loci and cytosolic aggregates (a rheovirus nonstructural 
protein known as μNS-GFP), measuring short time-scale displacements across several hours of 
drug exposure. To achieve this we develop an empirical method correcting for photo-bleaching 
and loci size effects. This procedure allows us to characterize the dynamic response to rifampicin in 
different growth conditions, including a customised microfluidic device. We find that sub-lethal 
doses of rifampicin cause a small but consistent increase in motility of both the chromosomal loci 
and cytosolic aggregates. Chromosomal and cytosolic responses are consistent with each other and 
between different growth conditions.
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microscopy [15–17]. At time-scales over a minute, chro-
mosomal movement is dominated by segregation, show-
ing up as directed (ballistic) motion [15, 18]. However, 
on time-scales much shorter than this, displacements are 
interpreted as fluctuations in a complex environment; in 
physical systems this is commonly referred to as ‘micro-
rheology’ [19, 20]. The properties of a medium are 
measured by tracking and quantifying the mean square 
displacement (MSD) of a tracer travelling through the 
medium.

The MSD is defined as:

( ) ⟨( ( ) ( )) ⟩τ τ τ= + −txx xxMSD ,2 (1)

where xx is the position of a particle at a given time, t is 
the initial time of observation, and τ is the observation 
time scale (lag time) [21]. The average in equation (1) 
can be either a ‘time average’ of the initial times t 
for a single locus track, or an ‘ensemble average’ of 
multiple tracks at the fixed initial time t, or both, as 
used in this work. In complex viscoelastic fluids, such 
as the bacterial nucleoid and cytosol, random motion 
is subdiffusive, with the MSD scaling as τα with the 
exponent α< <0 1 (for diffusion, α = 1) [16] with 
the amplitude proportional to driving forces and 
inversely proportional to the viscoelastic resistance of 
the surrounding medium [22].

By measuring MSD of chromosomal loci at short 
(<100 s) time-scales, Weber et al [16] revealed that 
the ‘jiggling’ motion of chromosomal loci is subdif-
fusive with the power law exponent α� 0.4, as well 
as superthermal, meaning it is characterised by much 
stronger temperature dependence than predicted by the 
Stokes–Einstein relation [22, 24]. The latter suggested a 
significant contribution from active (ATP- dependent) 
processes resulting in motion by active diffusion, 
potentially capable of speeding up diffusion-limited 
reactions [24]. Supporting these observations, Javer 
et al [25] reported that a small fraction (typically 2–5%) 
of tracked chromosomal loci display super-diffusive 
dynamics and seemingly directed, near-ballistic tra-
jectories again pointing to the presence of non-trivial 
active or stress-release contributions to chromosomal 
motion. The amplitude of this motion varies as a func-
tion of the chromosomal coordinate, with regions 
located closer to the origin of replication (Ori macro-
domain) showing MSD up to 4-fold larger compared 
to regions near the terminus of replication (Ter mac-
rodomain) [17]. The latter is likely due to MatP-medi-
ated condensation [14] and possible tethering of the 
Ter region at certain stages of the cell cycle [26]. Previ-
ous work suggested an Ori-Ter gradient in supercoil-
ing, which corresponds to the uneven distribution of 
DNA gyrase and HU sites [27] and is likely to also con-
tribute to these differences. Functionally, varying local 
dynamics of the genetic loci can potentially contribute 
to differ ential expression of groups of genes as indicated 
by higher expression of genes (during the exponential 
phase of growth) belonging to the Ori-proximal region 
compared to the more distal regions.

Tracer objects in the cytosol also display subdiffu-
sive motions, with non-trivial size dependence [28]. It 
is thus an open question whether one or other of the 
chromosome or the crowded cytosol (or both jointly) 
is causing the complex dynamics observed in the other. 
Consequently, in order to fully characterise genome 
dynamics, it is necessary to measure both motions. 
In a recent study, genetically encoded size-calibrated 
μNS-GFP cytosolic aggregates foreign to E. coli showed, 
similarly to chromosomal loci, metabolism-dependent 
motion. The size of cytosolic aggregates accentuated the 
effects of metabolism, with the difference in the MSD 
between metabolically active and inactive cells increas-
ing with aggregate size [28].

Here, we first introduce a data treatment proce-
dure for quantifying local fluctuations compensating 
for photo-bleaching as well as marker size effects. We 
then apply the procedure to study long-term (several 
hours) effects of sublethal rifampicin treatments on 
the short time-scale dynamics of E. coli chromosomal 
loci Ori2 (proximal to the replication origin) and Ter3 
(proximal to the replication terminus) and cytosolic 
μNS-GFP aggregates in different growth conditions, 
including standard agar microcolonies and a custom-
ised microfluidic device. We find that sub-lethal doses 
of rifampicin cause a small but consistent increase in 
motility of both the chromosomal loci and cytosolic 
aggregates. In addition, chromosomal and cytosolic 
effects correlate throughout most of the treatment time.

2. Results

2.1. Empirical correction of marker photo-
bleaching effects and MSD-size dependence.
We performed high-throughput tracking of 
chromosomal Ori2 and Ter3 loci and rheovirus 
nonstructural protein cytosolic μNS-GFP aggregates 
collecting in total about 67 000 tracks from up to 9 
biological replicates per treatment condition (for details 
see table S1, supplementary materials (stacks.iop.
org/PhysBio/14/015005/mmedia)), growing bacteria 
in standard agarose microcolonies (figure 1(A)) 
or in a customised microfluidic chip (figure 1(B)). 
Chromosomal Ori2 and Ter3 loci (figure1(C)) consist 
of ParB-GFP molecules polymerised at parS sites in 
Ori and Ter chromosomal macrodomains (MD), 
respectively. These loci were previously found to show 
large (up to 4-fold) differences in MSD [17]. Cytosolic 
μNS-GFP aggregates consist of GFP-labelled proteins 
of a rheovirus origin foreign to E. coli bacteria and 
capable of self-assembly into trackable particles of 
variable size (figure 1(D)) [28]. The MSD versus lag 
time curves of the three markers are compatible with 
a power law with exponent α, with chromosomal loci 
exploring space slower (α� 0.4) than the cytosolic 
aggregates (α� 0.6) (figure 1(E)).

Our markers show wide intensity (size) distribu-
tions (100–4000 AU) and large coefficients of vari-
ation (0.87–0.92, depending on the marker), with 
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fainter (having fewer GFP molecules) markers gen-
erally having higher MSD compared to brighter ones 
(having more GFP molecules) (figure 1(F)). In addi-
tion, markers photo-bleach when illuminated during 
image acquisition. This is important in the experi-
ments reported here because the same fields of view 
are imaged repeatedly over time. In order to precisely 
quantify the magnitude of changes to marker dynam-
ics, we accounted for photo-bleaching effects, as well as 
for dependence of MSD on the size of the fluorescent 
markers.

Chromosomal loci photo-bleach to a finite base-
line value due to a continuous production of ParB-
GFP molecules (figure 2) while cytosolic aggregates 
decay to zero (figure S1 in supplementary materials), 
as IPTG-induced μNS-GFP production is stopped by 

washing the cells directly before experiments. In order 
to  measure the photo-bleaching rate, we consider fre-
quency distributions of recorded loci intensities for 
individual measurement time points (figure 2(A);  
figure S2 and equation (S1) in supplementary mat-
erials). The decay in the distributions means (dashed 
vertical lines in figure 2(A) and black solid circles in 
figure 2(B)) represents a population photo-bleaching 
profile that can be fitted (figure 2(B), blue line) with an 
exponential function,

( ( ))= +λ− −I I Be ,t
t t

0
0 (2)

where It is initial locus intensity at time t, I0 is initial 
locus intensity at time t0, t0 is the initial measurement 
time (fixed at 20 min for all experiments), and λ 
and B are free fitting parameters and represent the 

Figure 1. Illustration of the experiment and basic results. (A) Example phase-contrast images of agarose microcolonies of the three 
strains, with fluorescent markers (left, Ori2; middle, Ter3; right, μNS) overlaid in green. (B) Example bright-field image of three 
microchannels loaded with E. coli bacteria with Ori2 loci overlaid in green. (C) Schematic representation of the E. coli genome with 
colour-coded four macrodomains (MD; Ori, origin of replication; Right; Ter, terminus of replication; and Left MD) and two non-
structured regions (NSL, left non-structured region; NSR, right non-structured region), and indicated Ori2 and Ter3 loci relative 
positions [23]. (D) Schematic not-to-scale representation of a dividing E. coli chromosome and a cytosolic μNS-GFP aggregate 
(green). Ori MD replicates and segregates first, followed by non-structured regions and then Left and Right MDs, and finishing 
with Ter MD. The cytosolic μNS-GFP aggregate (foreign to E. coli) assembles and suspends in the cytoplasm. (E) MSD as a function 
of a lag time (τ) for the three fluorescent markers tracked in this work. Marker photo-bleaching and size effects are corrected with 
the data treatment procedure as indicated by a star sign (*). The 10 s lag time selected for analysis is indicated with a dashed line. 
MSD(τ)* scales as τα with chromosomal loci exploring space slower ( 0.4α� ) than the cytosolic aggegates ( 0.6α� ). (F) ‘Raw’ data 
MSD(10 s) versus locus intensity, from an example Ori2 loci data set, illustrating the wide MSD (left, part of the distribution tail 
not shown) and intensity (top) distributions as well as MSD–intensity (size) dependence (dashed violet line; function fitting as in 
figure 3). Bigger (brighter) loci generally show lower motility compared to smaller (fainter) ones.

Phys. Biol. 14 (2017) 015005
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photo-bleaching rate and the intensity baseline 
respectively (this is valid for chromosomal loci only, 
see equation (S2) in supplementary materials for μNS-
GFP). Initial intensity is defined as the mean locus 
intensity as recorded in the first 10 frames of a movie. 
For each tracked marker, we use its population photo-
bleaching rate, λ, to evaluate, using equation (2), its 
original intensity (pre-photo-bleaching, I0) assuming 
an exponential decay in intensity.

The pre-photo-bleaching intensity of each locus 
at each measurement time point is used to correct for 
marker MSD-size dependence (figure 3). This proce-
dure uses a control (no drug) Ori2 dataset generated 
previously by Javer et al [17] consisting of about 2000 
tracks collected using the same experimental set-up and 
analysis methods. The procedure defines 20 logarithmi-
cally-spaced bins along a 100–4000 AU locus intensity 
range and evaluates median MSD for each bin. Medians 
for bins where the number of loci is equal or greater 
than the mean number of loci per bin (red solid circles 
in figure 3(A)) are fitted with an exponential function 
(figure 3(A), dashed violet line; equation (S3) in sup-
plementary materials) that we then use to normalise 
our data. To flatten this normalisaton curve, we select 
the statistically strongest ‘reference’ intensity bin and 
generate a 20-element correction factor vector that nor-
malises the median MSD values of all other bins to that 
reference value (black solid circles in figure 3(B)). This 
approach minimises locus size effects while including 
contributions from all tracked loci. We repeat this for 
five lag times (0.1, 1.0, 5.0, 10, and 14 s; figure 3(C)) and 
use the correction vectors to normalise our data.

To appreciate the effects of the correction procedure 
on a control data set, compare panels A  +  C (before 
correction) and B  +  D (after correction) in figure 4. 
Before correction, there is a strong MSD-intensity 
(size) dependence (figure 4(A)) as well as a consider-
able change in median MSD and intensity over meas-
urement time (figure 4(C)). Our procedure effectively 
eliminates photo-bleaching effects (top side plot dis-
tribution in figure 4(B)) and largely reduces MSD-size 

dependence (generally flat fitted curves in figure 4(B)) 
as well as reveals only little change in MSD over meas-
urement time (left side plot distribution in  figure 4(B)). 
In addition, our procedure reveals a transient  
(40–100 min) decrease in MSD, consistent with fluctua-
tions in growth rate of the control data sets (figure S3 
in supplementary materials), possibly due to bacteria 
adapting to new growth conditions (figure 4(D)).

2.2. Rifampicin causes consistent increase in 
motility of both chromosomal loci and cytosolic 
aggregates
We use the data treatment procedure to study 
effects of rifampicin on short time-scale dynamics 
of chromosomal Ori2 and Ter3 loci and cytosolic 
μNS-GFP aggregates. Rifampicin is a transcription 
inhibitor commonly used in treatment of several types 
of bacterial infections. We use sub-lethal rifampicin 
concentrations determined for individual strains 
(for details see Materials and Methods). At these 
concentrations, effects on cell length and elongation 
rate are not significant and only small fluctuations are 
present (figure S3 in supplementary materials).

The control (no drug) data sets show highest motil-
ity for cytosolic aggregates (0.04–0.08 μm2, depend-
ing on growth conditions) while chromosomal loci 
show MSD an order of magnitude lower with Ori2 loci 
exploring space quicker than Ter3 loci (≃ × −4.0 10 3 
and × −2.5 10 3 μm2 on agar; ≃ × −6.0 10 3 and × −4.0 10 3 
μm2 in chip, respectively), as expected. Agarose and 
chip data are less consistent for faster moving markers. 
Possibly due to relatively higher motilities of Ori2 loci 
and μNS-GFP aggregates, these markers show larger 
variability in motility when measured for different bio-
logical replicates. All agarose data sets show a transient 
decrease in motility after 40 min, possibly due to bacte-
ria adapting to new growth conditions. In the microflu-
idic device, where we equilibrate bacteria for 6 h prior 
to exposure to rifampicin, we observe no such decrease.

Treatment with rifampicin causes a small increase in 
motility of all three markers (figure 5). Effects are con-

Figure 2. Correction of marker photo-bleaching. This procedure evaluates the average marker bleaching rate and uses it to calculate 
marker intensities. Plots show data for a control (no drug) Ori2 loci sample as an example. (A) Normalised log-normal marker 
intensity distributions (equation (S1), supplementary materials) for different experiment time points (20–120 min). Part of the 
high end of the distribution tails is not shown. Dashed lines show means of the fitted distributions to demonstrate intensity-time 
dependence caused by photo-bleaching. (B) Distribution mean values from (A) over experiment time fitted with an exponential 
function (equation (2), blue line) with a free baseline parameter. Inset: distributions mean values with subtracted fitted baseline 
parameter indicating an exponential decay in intensity over experiment time. (C) Normalised log-normal marker intensity 
distributions for different experiment time points as in (A) after calculating individual marker intensities.

Phys. Biol. 14 (2017) 015005
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sistent throughout the drug treatment time (up to 2 h  
for agarose microcolonies and up to 6 h for microflu-
idic device) and between the two growth conditions. 
Error bars for agarose data sets (standard deviation of 
the median; n  =  9 and n  =  6 biological replicates for 
chromosomal and cytosolic markers, respectively) are 
shown in figure 6. On agarose, where rifampicin is pre-
sent at t  =  0 min effects are already evident at the first 
measurement (t  =  20 min) except for Ori2 loci, where 
an increase in motility is seen only after 100 min. In 
chip, effects for all markers are already evident at the 
first measurement time (1 h).

To compare chromosomal responses directly, we 
considered relative changes (as treated-to-control 
(MSD(10 s)* ratio) in motility of Ori2 and Ter3 loci 
for individual treatment times and for the two growth 
conditions (figure 7(A), solid and empty marker points 
for agarose and chip, respectively). Motility of Ter3 loci 
increases earlier compared to Ori2 loci and the fold 
change is larger (+0.1 and  +0.06, respectively). Chip 
data is generally consistent, however, the fold change 
in Ter3 loci motility is half compared to change meas-
ured for agarose microcolonies. Analogously, we com-
pare chromosomal and cytosolic responses directly  
(figure 7(B)), revealing that cytosolic aggregates show 
the fold change (+0.05) in motility comparable to Ori2 
loci (+0.06) and that the directions of chromosomal 
and cytosolic responses are consistent throughout the 
treatment time, except for the final time point. Data 
from agarose pads and microfluidic channels are gen-
erally consistent.

3. Discussion

The empirical approach to data treatment developed 
here accounts for both marker photo-bleaching and 
marker size effects, and enables precise quantification 
of the magnitude of changes to chromosomal and 
cytosolic marker dynamics. Accounting for photo-
bleaching makes it possible to perform long-time 
(several hours) measurements, necessary to study 

effects of antibiotics, which often exert measurable 
effects only after a prolonged exposure. The correction 
of marker MSD-size dependence, reduces bias arising 
from physical effects such as caging and metabolism-
dependent contributions to motion, which were 
shown to depend on marker size [28]. Previous studies 
on short time-scale genome [15–17, 24, 25] and 
cytosol dynamics [28] were limited to single dynamics 
measurements and did not consider these significant 
corrections.

Current insight into how antibiotics affect genome 
and cytosol dynamics is limited. Weber et al studied 
effects of several antibiotics including rifampicin, 
which exerted nonmonotonic effects on chromosomal 
loci motility. After a 1 min treatment, motility decreased 
slightly but significantly and consistently. After longer 
treatments (⩽30 min), motility increased and plateaued 
at an approximately two-fold greater magnitude. To 
explain treatment time scale-dependent effects, the 
authors hypothesised that the initial decrease in loci 
motility was due to RNA polymerase (RNAP) inhibi-
tion during mRNA lifetime (mRNA / ≈t 21 2 –4 min 
[29]), while at longer (⩾5 min) times as the cellular pool 
of mRNA decayed, the effective viscosity of the cyto-
plasm decreased resulting in faster loci motion [24]. At 
the global level, Cabrera et al proposed that rifampicin 
causes nucleoid expansion as a direct result of RNAP 
foci dissociation [30]. Conversely, Bakshi et al suggested 
that the effects are RNAP-independent and that instead 
rifampicin-induced mRNA depletion causes polysome 
and ribosome dissociation into individual ribosomal 
subunits, which mix with and expand the nucleoid 
[31]. As we discuss now, nucleoid expansion potentially 
results in an increase in local chromosomal dynamics.

In general agreement with studies by Weber et al 
[24], Cabrera et al [30], and Bakshi et al [31], we show 
that sub-lethal treatment with rifampicin causes a small 
and consistent increase in short time-scale motility of 
Ori2 and Ter3 chromosomal loci. We also confirm 
higher motility of Ori2 loci compared to Ter3 loci as 
reported previously [17], and demonstrate that this 

Figure 3. Correction of marker MSD-size dependence. Correction factor vectors for MSD at five lag times of our choice (0.1, 1.0, 
5.0, 10, and 14 s) based on empirically fitted exponential curves (equation (S3), supplementary materials) built on data from the 
work of Javer et al [17] to correct for MSD–size dependence. (A) MSD(10 s) versus intensity scatter plot with median MSDs (red solid 
circles) for statistically-strongest bins. Loci are arbitrarily segregated according their intensities by binning into 20 logarithmically-
spaced bins along a 100–4000 AU range. The medians are used to fit the exponential function (dashed violet line). (B) For each 
intensity bin, a correcting factor is calculated to flatten the curve to the reference MSD of the statistically-strongest bin. Black solid 
circles show corrected MSD values for individual bins after correction. (C) Exponential curves for the five lag times used for data 
correction.

Phys. Biol. 14 (2017) 015005
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result is stable for hours for exponentially growing cells. 
We hypothesise that the amplitude of locus short-time 
scale motion is a measure of the level of its local physi-
cal compaction. Notably, we show that the initially 
more relaxed locus, Ori2, relaxed less when treated  
(fold change  +0.06) if compared to the initially more 
compacted locus, Ter3 (fold change  +0.1). We specu-
late this may suggest a functional limit to maximal 
relaxation of a genetic locus and the ability of a bac-
terial cell to alter gene physical environment flexibly 
depending on external stimuli and on gene position in 
the genome. Since sub-lethal rifampicin concentrations 
have little effect on growth rate, our work suggests the 
presence of broad off-target effects of clinically sub-
optimal antibiotic doses, including possible effects on 

intercellular communication as reported previously for 
bacterial communities [32].

Interactions of crowded cytosol components affect 
chromosome energy states [9, 31], and so in order to 
fully characterise genome dynamics, we measured 
motions of both the chromosome and cytosol. To date 
only one study considered effects of antibiotics on the 
cytosol dynamics with relatively high doses used to 
switch off specific cellular processes and the MSD meas-
ured for long (minutes-hours) lag times [28]. We show 
that cytosolic aggregates in treated cells generally dis-
play a small but consistent increase (fold change  +0.05) 
in short time scale motility comparable to that seen in 
treated Ori2 loci (fold change  +0.06), and that direc-
tions of chromosomal and cytosolic responses are 
generally consistent throughout the treatment time. 

Figure 4. Effects of correction on the control Ori2 loci data set. Panels (A) and (B) show scatter-plots of the MSD(10 s) over loci 
intensities with overlaid fitted exponential curves (dashed lines; for function fitting details see supplementary materials) and 
variable distributions in side panels (tails of distributions not shown; agarose data only). Initial measurement time point (20 min) is 
in blue and the final one (120 min) in red. (A) ‘Raw’ (before correction) data. Fitted curves decrease monotonically with increasing 
locus intensity and the intensity distribution peaks shift over time, both indicating photo-bleaching. (B) Corrected data. Curves 
are approximately flat indicating reduced MSD-size dependence and show no time-dependence. Overlapping locus intensity 
distribution peaks and median MSD*(10 s) indicate almost no time-dependence in locus intensity and motility, as expected for 
the control data set. Panels (C) and (D) show time-evolution of MSD(10 s) during the experiment (2 h) in the absence of drug. 
Error bars show the standard error of the median MSD(10 s) for 9 biological replicates. Corrected variables are indicated with a star 
sign (*). (C) Locus motility decreases gradually but not significantly over time. (D) Locus motility remains stable throughout the 
experiment showing a transient (40–100 min) decrease, consistent with fluctuations in growth rate (figure S3 in supplementary 
materials), possibly due to bacteria adapting to new growth conditions.

Phys. Biol. 14 (2017) 015005
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Following Weber et al [24] and Bakshi et al [31], we 
speculate that RNAP inhibition and mRNA pool 
decay combined with subsequent ribosomal subunit- 
nucleoid mixing cause a decrease in cytosol viscosity 
and nucleoid expansion, ultimately increasing cytosolic 
aggregate and chromosomal loci motility.

One limitation of the data treatment procedure pre-
sented here is that corrections are computed from pop-
ulation-averages, and hence need a large sample of data. 
While extracting photo-bleaching profiles of individual 
markers is possible, it may be problematic, especially 

for faster-moving markers such as cytosolic aggregates. 
Additionally, since a formal physical model describ-
ing size-dependent marker motion at short time-scales 
in live cells has not been developed yet, in the future, 
a physical model describing tracer size-dependent 
motions of chromosomal loci and cytosolic aggregates 
in live cells may further improve the data treatment pro-
cedure and highlight aspects of biological and physical 
significance. Since local DNA topology and energy states 
are key to gene function, the antibiotic-induced changes 
to chromosomal loci dynamics observed here may at 

Figure 5. Effects of rifampicin on motility of chromosomal Ori2 and Ter3 loci and cytosolic μNS-GFP aggregates in two growth 
conditions. Plots show photo-bleaching and size corrected (*) median MSD(10 s) over treatment times with controls (no 
drug) shown in blue and rifampicin-treated in yellow. (A) Data collected at 20 min intervals for up to 2 h on agarose pads for 9 
(chromosomal loci) and 6 (μNS-GFP aggregates) biological replicates. Error bars shown in figure 6 for clarity. (B) Data collected in a 
microfluidic device at 60 min intervals for up to 7 h, following a 5 h incubation period in the device with rifampicin introduced at  
the 6th hour (dashed vertical lines), for a single biological replicate. Top panels in (A) and (B) show plots for chromosomal loci  
(Ori2 as solid line; Ter3 as dashed line) and bottom panels show plots for cytosolic aggregates. Treatment with rifampicin causes a 
small but consistent increase in motility of both chromosomal loci and cytosolic aggregates. Ori2 loci show higher MSD compared 
to Ter3 loci, as expected. Treatment effects are generally consistent between both growth conditions. Ori2 loci show higher  
(within an order of magnitude) motility in chip compared to agarose pads while the opposite is true for cytosolic aggregates  
(no such difference for Ter3 loci). Possibly due to relatively higher motilities of Ori2 loci and μNS-GFP aggregates, different bacterial 
populations show larger variability in motility of those markers.

Figure 6. Rifampicin effects are consistent throughout the treatment time. Figure shows plots as in figure 5(A) (agarose 
microcolonies data only) with the standard error of the median shown as error bars (n  =  9 and n  =  6 biological replicates for 
chromosomal and cytosolic markers, respectively) for (A) Ori2, (B) Ter3, and (C) μNS-GFP markers. Rifampicin causes a small 
increase in motility of all three markers. Effects are consistent throughout treatment time and between individual markers.
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least in part explain global gene expression changes 
reported previously for many antibiotics [6, 33, 34]. 
Future work may correlate physiological effects such as 
the ones measured here with transcriptomics and single-
cell level gene expression experiments reporting on gene 
activity as a function of locus dynamics. Such experi-
ments may include microfluidic growth platforms (e.g. 
[35–37]) to enable long-term monitoring of responses 
to dynamically modulated concentrations of antibiotics 
and their combinations.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Strains and culture conditions
To investigate chromosomal dynamics we used E. coli 
strains with the ParB-GFP/ parS fluorescent labelling 
system (provided by the Olivier Espéli and Frédéric 
Boccard’s laboratories [38]), as in our previous work 
[17]. These MG1655 strains have P1 parS sites inserted at 
Ori2 and Ter3 positions on the chromosome (3928 826 
and 1341 067 chromosomal coordinates, respectively). 
Loci are assigned names according to the MD they 
belong to. Expression of the ParB-GFP fusion protein 
is driven by the pALA2705 plasmid. The ParB protein 
used in this system has 30 amino acids truncated at the 
N-terminus region. The excitation peak of the GFP is 
at 488 nm. No isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside 
(IPTG) induction was required to produce the   
ParB-GFP levels necessary to visualise and track loci.

To investigate cytosolic dynamics we used the E. 
coli CJW4617 strain (provided by Christine Jacobs- 
Wagner’s laboratory) of a MG1655 background capable 
of expressing μNS-GFP fusion protein. The avian reo-
virus protein μNS is a self-assembling protein [39] and 
its C-terminal fragment can form globular cytoplas-
mic particles, even when fused to GFP [40]. μNS-GFP  

synthesis is under the control of the chromosomal IPTG-
inducible promoter lac. In this strain, the lacY (lactose/
IPTG permease encoding) gene is deleted from the lac 
operon. Crucially, μNS-GFP aggregates are unlikely 
to make specific interactions with components of the 
bacterial cytoplasm, given the evolutionary divergence 
between bacteria and the avian reovirus. We induced 
the synthesis of the aggregates with 1 mM IPTG for  
3.5–4 h, centrifuged the pre-culture at 4000 rpm 
for 10 min, and stopped induction by washing with 
the growth medium (details below) directly before 
experiments. Induction of GFP-μNS synthesis usually 
resulted in a single fluorescent focus per cell.

All chemical reagents were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich unless otherwise stated. Strains were kept at 

 − �80 C in lysogeny broth (LB)  +  25% glycerol stocks 
and were streaked on LB plates (containing ampicillin 
100 μ g ml−1 and chloramphenicol 25 μ g ml−1) before 
experiments. Strains were grown overnight in LB at  
37 °C with ampicillin 100 μ g ml−1. Each biological repli-
cate constituted a separate overnight culture. Overnight 
cultures were diluted 200:1 into M9 minimal salts (BD) 
supplemented with complementary salts (CS; MgSO4 
2 mM, CaCl2 100 μM, tryptophan 4 μ g ml−1, and thymi-
dine 5 μ g ml−1), 0.4% glucose (Glu), and 0.5% casamino 
acids (CAA; BD). Doubling times were 65 min (Ori2 
and Ter3 MG1655 strains) and 80 min (CJW4617). 
Pre-cultures were grown at 30 °C to an OD600 of 0.2–0.3 
and transferred either onto agarose pads or loaded into 
microfluidic device for image acquisition.

4.2. Sample preparation for microscopy 
experiments
Agarose pads contained 1.5% agarose dissolved in the 
M9  +  CS  +  Glu  +  CAA medium and (if required) 
a fixed concentration of rifampicin. Pads were 8 mm 

Figure 7. Directions of chromosomal and cytosolic responses are generally consistent. Figure shows change in median marker 
motility (as treated-to-control MSD(10 s)* ratio) over treatment time (data point marker size increasing with measurement 
time) for agarose data (solid data points; 20–120 min) and chip data (empty data points; 1 and 2 h only). (A) Change in motility of 
Ori2 and Ter3 chromosomal loci. Motility of Ter3 loci increases earlier compared to Ori2 loci and the fold change is larger (+0.1 
and  +0.06, respectively). Chip data is generally consistent, however, the fold change in Ter3 loci motility is half compared to when 
measured for agarose microcolonies. (B) Change in motility of cytosolic aggregates and chromosomal loci (Ori2 as light blue circles; 
Ter3 as green squares). Cytosolic aggregates show the fold change (+0.05) in motility comparable to Ori2 loci (+0.06) and the 
directions of chromosomal and cytosolic responses are consistent throughout the treatment time, except for the final time point. 
Chip and agarose data are generally consistent.
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in diameter and 0.5 mm in thickness. 2.5 μl of the 
pre-culture were deposited on a pad under aseptic 
conditions. The pad was then sealed between a cover 
slip and a glass slide with a stack of 3 frame seals (Fisher 
Scientific) to ensure access to excess of oxygen. Under 
the microscope, the sample was maintained at 30 °C 
during image acquisition for 2 h, waiting for 20 min 
before taking the first video. Doubling times on agarose 
pads were 45 (Ori2 MG1655), 50 (Ter3 MG1655), and 
63 (CJW4617)  ±  10 min, measured for individual cells 
(about 550 cells per strain).

The microfluidic device (Kevin Dorfman’s labora-
tories) realised in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) con-
sisted of two main channels supplying fresh medium 
to and removing waste from submicron-sized chan-
nels capable of immobilising bacteria while allowing 
for exponential growth. Device was plasma-cleaned 
and bonded to a previously sonicated (10 min in iso-
propanol and 10 min in acetone) and plasma-cleaned 
cover slip. Bonded device was passivated for at least 1 h 
with a 2 mg ml−1 bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution 
at 30 °C, then manually loaded with the pre-culture to 
ensure suitable loading of bacteria (assessed visually 
under the microscope). The M9  +  CS  +  Glu  +  CAA 
medium containing 0.1 mg ml−1 BSA was supplied at  
4 μl min−1 using an automated syringe pump  
(KD Scientific) throughout the experiment. Bacteria 
were allowed to equilibrate and populate channels for 
6 h prior to a media switch (if required) to introduce 
rifampicin. The first video was taken 5 h after loading 
(1 h before the switch).

4.3. Rifampicin concentrations
For agarose experiments, MIC of rifampicin was 
determined for each strain using a standard agar 
dilution MIC determinaton method [41]. MIC was 
1.2–1.4 μ g ml−1 for all strains. Nominal sublethal 
concentration 1.0 μ g ml−1 was used for experiments. 
As agarose pads can absorb liquid, it is possible that 
dissolved rifampicin was diluted after loading the pad 
with pre-culture. Volume of an agarose pad was about 
25 μl and loaded pre-culture volume was 2.5 μl resulting 
in an up to 1.1X dilution. However, smaller dilution is 
likely as some of the loaded pre-culture evaporated 
rather then was absorbed into the pad.

Working concentrations were determined sepa-
rately for microfluidic experiments. Dose-response 
curves were constructed using a FLUOstar OMEGA 
96-well plate reader (BMG Labtech) growing bacteria at 
30 °C after diluting overnight cultures 200:1 into 300 μl 
of M9  +  CS  +  Glu  +  CAA medium containing a range 
of rifampicin concentrations, and measuring the OD600 
every 30 min for 12 h with shaking at 200 rpm (data not 
shown). Final OD600 values were plotted as a function 
of rifampicin concentration and IC50 (50% growth 
inhibition) concentrations of 2.7 (Ori2 MG1655), 3.7  
(Ter3 MG1655), 2.9 (CJW4617) μ g ml−1 were selected 
for experiments.

4.4. Image acquisition
We used a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E inverted microscope 
with a Plan Apo VC 60X oil immersion objective  
(NA 1.40). Images were further magnified with a 
2.5X TV adapter before detection on an Andor iXon 
X3 897 EM-CCD camera, capable of detecting single 
fluorophores and yielding a high signal-to-noise ratio 
to enable high marker localisation precision. During a 
typical experiment, at least 21 manually selected fields 
of view were scanned, each field of view containing 
about 30 fluorescent markers. Field of view scanning 
and image acquisition were automated using custom-
written software. Focus was maintained during 
scanning with the Nikon perfect focus (PFS) hardware 
autofocus system. 45 s movies were acquired at a 9.6 
frame-per-second frame rate with an exposure time of 
102 ms, resulting in 441-frame long movies. At agarose 
pad experiments each field of view was scanned 6 
times, 20 min apart (total experiment time 2 h), while 
at microfluidic experiments each field of view was 
scanned 7 times, 1 h apart (total experiment time 7 h).

4.5. Image and data processing and analysis
Image analysis methods and data processing and analysis 
protocols including image feature extraction, marker 
trajectory linking, and MSD fitting algorithms were 
identical to those previously reported by Javer et al [17].
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